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A NOTE ON JACOBI FORMS OF HIGHER DEGREE

JAE-HYUN YANG AND JIN WOO SON

1. Introduction

Let Hn+i be the Siegel upper half plane of degree n +j (n,j E Z+)
and let r n+i be the Siegel modular group of degree n +j. We consider
a Siegel modular form f E [rn+i, k] of weight k. Then f(Z) has a
Fourier expansion

(1) f(Z) = L c(T)e2""io-(TZ) , Z E Hn+j,
T>O

half integral

where u(M) denotes the trace of a matrix M and tT denotes the trans
pose of T. We write

and

where F(k,i) denotes the set of all k x 1 matrices with entries in a
commutative ring F. According to (1), we have the so-called Fourier
Jacobi expansion <PT2 (Zl, W) of a Siegel modular form f. That is,

(2) f(Z) =
T2 >O

half integeral

<PT2 (ZI, W) satisfies some functional equations and so <PT2 (ZI, W) is a
Jacobi form of index T2 (see Definition 2.4). Eichler and Zagier ([E-Z])
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have developped the theory of these functions called J acobi forms in
the special case n = j = 1. Yamazaki ([YJ) and Klingen ([K]) deal with
the case for any n and j = 1. Ziegler ([Z]) generalized these functions
to the general case for any n, j .

In the present article, we discuss holomorphic differential forms on
H n x c(j,n) which are invariant under some discrete subgroup of the
Jacobi group and show that the study of such holomorphic forms is
closely related to that of Jacobi forms. In section 2, we give a definition
of Jacobi forms. In section 3, we characterize Jacobi forms as smooth
functions on the J acobi group satisfying a certain transformation law
and compute the Lie algebra of the Jacobi group. In section 4, we study
some properties of theta series. In section 5, we discuss r(n,j)-invariant
holomorphic forms on H n x c(j,n) (see section 5 for the definition of
r(n,j».

NOTATIONS. We denote by Z, R and C the ring of integers, the
field of real numbers, and the field of complex numbers respectively.

For M = (~ ~) E Sp(n,R) and Z E Hn , we set M(Z) : (AZ +
B)(CZ + D)";l. r n := Sp(n, Z) denotes the Siegel modular group of
degree n. [rn, k] denotes the vector space of all Siegel modular forms
of weight k. The symbol ":=" means that the expression on the right
is the definition of that on the left. We denotes by Z+ the set of all
positive integers. F(k,l) denotes the set of all k x I matrices with entries
in a commutative ring F. En denotes the identity matrix of degree n.

2. Jacobi forms

We establish notation and review some basic properties of Jacobi
forms. Let f E [rn+j, k] be a Siegel modular form on Hn+j of weight
k. Then feZ) has a Fourier expansion (1). With the same notation
in the previous section, we have the so-called Fourier-Jacobi expansion
cPT2 (Zl, W) (see (2» of a Siegel modular form f. Precisely, cPT2 (Zl, W)
is given by
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where T1 , R runs through the set of all T1 , R such that (f~
o.

Let M = (~ ~) Ern. Then

343

(

A 0
- 0 E·M- 1

- G 0

o 0

is an element of r n+j. Then cfIT2 (Z}, W) satisfies the functional equa
tion

(3) cfIT2(M(ZI), W(GZ1 + D)-I)

= det(GZ1 + D)ke21riu(T2W(CZ1+D)-tc'W)cfIT2(ZI, W).

Let

(

En

M'- ,\- 0
o

be an element of r n+j. Then

, _ (Zl t(W + ,\Zl + J.l) )
M (Z) - W + ,\Zl + J.l Z2 + ,\Zl t,\ + ,\tw +W t,\ + (K + J.l t ,\) .

Thus cfIT2(Zl, W) satisfies the functional equation

(4) cfIT2(ZI, W + ,\Zl + J.l)

= e-21riu(T2(AZt'A+2A'W+(K+I"A)))cfIT2(ZI, W)

for any '\, J.l E z(j,n) and K E Z(j,j) with K + J.l t ,\ symmetric. We
consider the Hei8enberg group
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endowed with the following multiplication law

[(,x, p), K] 0 [(A', p'), K'] := [(,x + A', p + p'), K + K' + ,xtp' - pt ,x'].

[(0,0),0] is the unit element of Hkn,j) and the inverse element of
[(A,p),K] is given by [(-,x,-p),_tK]. We note that the symplectic

group Sp(n, R) of degree n acts on Hkn,j) as follows:

(5) [(A,p),K]_M:=[(,x,p)_M,K], MESp(n,R).

Now we define the semidirect product G<;,j) := Sp(n,R) D< Hkn,j) en
dowed with the multiplication law:

(M, [(A, p), K]) _(M', [(A', p'), K'])

:= (MM', [(X +,x', fi + p'), K + K' + Xtp- fit A']),

where M, M' E Sp(n,R) and (X,ii) = (A,p) _ M'. We call this group
G<;';) the Jacobi group. It is easy to see that the Jacobi group G<;,j)
acts on Hn x cU,n) by

(6) (M, [(,x, p), K]) _(Z, W) := (M{Z), (W + AZ + p)(CZ + D)-I).

DEFINITION 2.1. Let p : GL(n,C) ~ GL(Vp ) be a rational repre
sentation of GL(n, C) on a finite dimensional complex vector space Vp •

We denote by O(Hn X c(j,n) , Vp ) the vector space of all holomorphic
functions on H n X c(j,n) with values in -v". For any cl) E O(Hn X

c(;,n) ,Vp ), M E Sp(n,R), ( = [(A,p),.K] E H~,j) and M E RU,j) with
M ~ 0 symmetric and haJf integral, we define

(cl)lp,MM)(Z, W) :=p(CZ + D)-le-Z1riO'(MW(CZ+D)-lCt
W)

cl)(M{Z}, W(CZ +D)-I)

and

(cl)lp,M()(Z, W):= eZ7riO'(M(AztAHAtW+(II:+ptA)))cl)(Z, W +,xZ + p).

From now on, for brevity we write cl)IM, cl)1( instead of cl)lp,MM,
cl)lp,M(.
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LEMMA 2.2. For any M, M' E Sp(n, R) and (, (' E H1n
,j), we have

the following

ep\M\M' = epl(MM'),

epl(I(' = epl(( 0 ('),

epl(IM = eplMI((M).

COROLLARY 2.3. G<;,j) acts on O(Hn x C(j,n), Vp ) by

For the proof of the above lemma, we refer the reader to [Zl.
We observe that an element (M, () E G<;,j) acts trivially on O(Hn x

c(j,n) , Vp ) if and only if M = E2n and ( = [(0,0), Kl such that U(MK) E
Z. Let

Then N M is a normal subgroup of G<;,j) and we have a faithful rep

resentation of the quotient group G<;,j)INM on O(Hn x c(j,n), Vp ).

DEFINITION 2.4. Let p and M be the same in Definition 2.1. Let

A Jacobi form of index M with respect to p on a subgroup r ern of
finite index is a holomorphic mapping ep E O(Hn x cU,n), Vp ) satisfying
the following conditions (A), (B) and (C):

(A) eplM = ep for every MEr.
(B) epl( = ep for every ( E Hkn,j).
(C) For each MErn, the function eplM has a Fourier development

of the following form:

(epIM)(Z,W) = L L c(T,R)e~-;:(T(TZ)e21ri(T(RW)

T~O REz(n,j)
half integral
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with a suitable Ar E Z and c(T, R) =1= 0 only if ( i~~ ~) ~ O.

IT n ~ 2, the condition (C) is superfluous by Koecher principle (see
[Z] Lemma 1.6). We denote by Jp,M(r) the vector space of all Jacobi
forms of index M with respect to p on r. In the special case Vp = C,
peA) = (detAl (k E Z,A E GL(n,C», we write h"M(r) instead
of Jp,M(r) and call k the weight of a Jacobi form ~ E Jk,M(r). We
observe that ~T2(ZbW) is a Jacobi form in Jk,T2•

Ziegler ([Z] Theorem 1.8 and [E-Z] Theorem 1.1) proves the follow
ing.

THEOREM 2.5. The space Jp,M(r) is finite dimensional.

3. The Jacobi group

In this section, we realize Jacobi forms as smooth functions on the
Jacobi group satisfying a certain transformation law and compute the
Lie algebra of the Jacobi group G<;',j). It is easy to see that the Jacobi
group G';,j) acts on H n x c(i,n) transitively (d. (6». The stabilizer
K};,j) of G';,j) at (iEn, 0) is given by

The quotient G<;.,j) / K};,j) can be identified with H n x c(n,j) via

But K};,j) is not compact. Thus we shall consider another group Gk
so that the stabilizer Kl. of Gk at (iEn , 0) is maximally compact. The
center C~,j) of H~,j) is given by

Clearly dimR C};,j) = j(jil ). We set
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We consider the quotient group Gk of d;,j) by

347

(9)

We observe that H~,j)/cin,j) is a central extension of RU,n) x R(j,n)

by the abelian group (SI)', where SI = {z E Cllzl = I} is the unit
circel and I = jUtl). Gk also acts on Hn x cU,n) transitively. The

stabilizer K~ of Gk at (iEn , 0) is given by

(10)

We note that K~ is a maximal compact subgroup of Gk. The ho
mogeneous space Gk/K~ is diffeomorphic to the underlying space
Hn X cU,n) via

Let
r J := Sp(n, Z) ~ Hin,j) /cin,j)

be the discrete subgroup of Gk It is easy to show that vol(rJ\Gk) is
finite.

Let p be an irreducible rational representation of GL(n, C) on a
finite dimensional complex vector space Vp • Let M = (Mkl) be a
semipositive, symmetric half integral matrix of degree j. According to
Corollary 2.3, we have

(12)
(cl?\p,M(M,())(Z, W)

:= e-21l"iO'(M(W+~Z+p)(CZ+D)-lct (W+~Z+p»

e21l"iO'(M(~zt ~+2~t W +(K+pt~»

p(CZ + D)-Icl?(M(Z),(W + >.Z + p)(CZ + D)-I),

where M = (~ ~) E Sp(n,R) and (= [(>',/l),K] E Hkn,j).

Let N M := {[(O,O),K] E Hkn,j) IO"(MK) E Z}. Clearly cin,j) c
NM . Thus if cl? E Jp,M(rn) is a Jacobi form of index M with respect
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to p, then fP is invariant under the action of r J . Conversely, if fP is
invariant under r J , then fP E Jp,M(rn). On the other hand, to each
Jacobi form ~ E Jp,M(rn) we can associate a function F on Gk with
values in Vp defined by

(13)

Then F : Gk 1-+ Vp is invariant under the left translation on r J by
Corollary 2.3. In addition, F satisfies. the following transformation
behaviour

(14) F(g _ (M, [(0,0), K]) = e2 lI"ilT(M 1£) p(iC +D)-l F(g),

where 9 E Gk, M = (~ ~) E U(n) and K E R(j,j) is symmetric.

Conversely,if F : Gk H Vp is a smooth function on Gk which is invari
ant under the left translation of r J and satisfies the transformation
behaviour (14), then the function fP : Hn x c(j,n) H Vp defined by

(15) fP(g(iEn , 0» =e2l1"ilT(M(i~+,,)(iC+D)-lct(i.H"»

e-2l1"ilT(M(i~t ~+"t ~+I£» p(iC + D)F(g)

is precisely a Jacobi form in Jp,M(rn), where 9 = (M, [(A, p), K]) E

Gk and M = (~ ~) E Sp(n, R). Here we note that Gk acts on

Hn x c(j,n) transitively.
So far we proved

THEOREM 3.1. With the notations as above, the Jacobi functions
Jp,M(rn) are precisely the functions in O(Hn x cU,n) , Vp) which are
invariant under the discrete subgroup r J of Gk. A Jacobi form fP E
Jp,M(rn) can be identiiied with a function F : Gk 1-+ Vp defined by
(13) which is invariant under the left action of r J and satisfies the
transformation behaviour (14).

Now we will compute the Lie algebra of the Jacobi group G<;,j)

explicitly. For each M E Sp(n,R), we let tM : H~n,j) --+ H~n.j) be the

automorphism of H~n,j) defined by

(16) tM([(A,p),K):= [(A,JL)-M,K], [(A,p),K] E H~n,j).
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(17)

(18)

(

0 0
1f.(n,j) = { a 0

R 0 0
o 0

defines an embedding of H~';) into Sp(n + j, R). Also the mapping

(AB) i 2 (~ ~; ~ ~)Sp(n, R) 3 M = C D 1-+ COD 0

o 0 0 Ej

defines an embedding of Sp(n, R) into Sp(n + j, R). By the above
embedding it, we can obtain the Lie algebra 1f.<;,;) of Hkn,j) as a
subalgebra of the Lie algebra sp(n + j,R) of Sp(n + j,R) explicitly.
That is,

~ ~Ia) E sp(n +j, R) Ia,b E R(;"),

e = t e E R(;';)}.

By the above embedding i2 , the Lie algebra sp(n, R) of Sp(n, R) can
be regarded as a subalgebra of sp(n + j,R). Precisely,

The following lemma is easy to prove and so we omit it.

LEMMA 3.2. By the embeddings i 1 and i 2 , the automozpbism tM of
Hkn,j) may be realized as the automozpbism tM of the group i 1(H1n,;»)
defined by

(19) fM(i1(h)) = i 2(M)-li1(h)i2(M), ME Sp(n, R), hE HkR,j).
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In other words, for any ME Sp(n,R) and h E H~n,i),

(20)

Let TM be the differential of t M. The set {TM IM E Sp(n, Rn define
a representation T: Sp(n,R) -+ GL(1i<;,i» ofSp(n,R) on 1i<;,i).
Let 8 = dT be the differential of T. We note that 8 is a Lie algebra
homomorphism ofsp(n, R) into gZ(1i<;,i». Now we will determine the
maps TM and 8. By the relations,

exp(TM(Y» = M-l(expY)M, Y E H~n,i)

and
exp8(X) = T(expX), X E sp(n,R),

we obtain

(21)

and

(
22) 8 ) ~(-l)k-l(Texp(X)-I)k ()

(X = log Texp(X) L..J k ' X E sp n,R ,
k=l

where I denotes the identity mapping of 1i<;,i) and we identified M

with i2(M) by the embedding i2. Clearly 8(X) is a derivation o{1i<;,i)
for eve.ry X E sp(n, R).

In summary, we proved

THEOREM 3.3. With the same notations as above, the Lie algebra
9kn,i) of the Jacobi group G<;,i) is the semidirect product of 1i<;,i)

with sp(n, R) relative to 8. The Lie bracket [ , ] on g<;,i) is given by

(23) [(X,Y), (Xl, Yi)] = ([X, Xl], [Y,YiJ +t?(Xl,)Y -t?(X)Yi)

for all X, Xl E sp(n,R) and Y, Yi E 1i<;,i). Let gl = sp(n,R) x {O}
and g2 = {O} x 1i<;,i). Then gl is a subalgebra of g~n,i) and 92 is an
ideal of g<;,i) . .
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4. Theta series

Let S be a symmetric, positive definite integral matrix of degree j
and let a, b E Q(j,n). We consider

(24) {)S,a,b(Z, W):= L e wiu(S«Ha)Z'(A+a)+2(A+a)'(WH»)

AEZU,n)

with characteristic (a, b) converging uniformly on any compact subset
of H n x c(j,n).

Let M be a symmetric, positive definite and half-integral matrix
of degree j and let N be a complete system of representatives of the
cosets (2M)-lZ(j,n)/Z(j,n). We observe that #(N) = {det(2M)}n.
An easy application of the Poisson summation formula gives

LEMMA 4.1. For a EN, we have

(25)

{)2M,a,O(-Z-1, WZ- 1 ) = {det(2M)}-~ {det(~ )}~e2wiu(MWZ-ltW)
z

'""" e-2wiu(2Mb'a){) (Z W).L.,; 2M,b,O ,

bEN

COROLLARY 4.2. Let M be unimodular. Then {)2M,O,O(Z, W) is a
Jacobi fonn of weight i and index M.

LEMMA 4.3. Let S = mlj with m > O. Then {)S,a,b(Z, W) satisfies
the heat equation

(26)
47rim f){) S,a,b

- 2 - hpq f)Zpq ,
1 ~ p ~ q ~ n.

It is easy to prove it and so we omit its proof.

DEFINITION 4.4. Let S E Z(2k,2k) be a symmetric, positive definite
unimodular and even matrix of degree 2k and let C E Z(2k,j). We define
the theta series

(27) {)(n)(Z W) ._ '""" ell"iU(S(AZ' A+2A' W'c»
S,c' .- L.,; ,

AEZ(2k,n)

Z E Hn and WE c(j,n).
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We observe that t?~~~ E 'Jk,M(rn) with M = ~tcSc. And the Fourier

coefficients c(T, R) of t?~~~ are given by

c(T, R) = #{>. E Z(2k,n) It,\S,\ = 2T, t>Sc = R}.

We may define the notion of singular Jacobi forms as in the case of
Siegel modular forms (see [Z]).

DEFINITION 4.5. A Jacobi form q) E Jp,M(r) is said to be singular if
it admits a Fourier expansion such that the Fourier coefficients c(T, R)
are zero unless det(4T - RM-ltR) = O. In addition, if 2k < n and
whenever c(T, R) =1= 0 only if 4T - RM-ltR = 0, it is called strongly
singular. For example, if 2k < n + rank(M), then t?~:~ E Jk,M(rn) is

singular. If 2k < n, the theta series t?~~ with c E Z(2k,2k) is strongly
singular. As in the case of singular modular forms, Jacobi singular or
strongly singular forms may be written as linear combinations of theta

series t?~~ (see [Z] pp.23-25).

For a fixed Zo E Hn and M as above, we denote by TM(ZO) the
vector space of all holomorphic functions 9 : c(i,n) 1-+ C satisfying

g(W + AZO + J1.) = e-2"'iO'(M(>.Zot>'+2>.t W »g(W)

for every A, J1. E z(i,n). Then it is easy to show that the functions

(28) {t?2M,a,O(ZO, W) Ia E AI'}
form a basis of TM(ZO) and its dimension is clearly {det(2M)}n. Now
we assume that 2M is not unimodular. Then by a classical theory,
we know that for a fixed Zo E Hn, {t?2M,a,O(ZO, W) Ia EN} have no
common zeros as a function of W. Therefore if N = {det(2M)}n -1,
we can define

e : c<i,n) 1-+ pH(C)

by

(29) e(W) = [t?2M,al,O(ZO, W) : ... : t?2M,aN+l,O(ZO, W)], ai EM.
Then e is well defined and induces a mapping

(30) e :c(i,n) / L 1-+ pH(C),

where L = pZo + J1.1 A, J1. E Z<i,n)} is a lattice in c<i,n). It is well
known that e is holomorphic and injective.
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5. Holomorphic differential forms on H n x cU,n)

In this section we consider holomorphic differential forms on Hn x
c(j,n) invariant under the discrete subgroup r(n,j) = Sp(n, Z) ~ H~n,j).
We assume that n and j are arbitrary positive integers with n ? 2. We
write for Z E H n and W E cU,n)

Z = (Zjlv), dZ = (dZjlv), 1 ~ J.l, v ~ n,

W = (Wk,), dW = (dWkl), 1 ~ k ~ j, 1 ~ 1~ n.

IT 9 = (M, [(.X, J.l), K)) E G<;,j) with M = (~ ~) Ern := Sp(n, Z),

we write (Z*, W*) = g. (Z, W). that is,

Z* = (AZ + B)(CZ + D)-i,

W* = (W + AZ + J.l)(CZ + D)-i.

By a simple calculation, we have

(31)
dZ* = t(CZ + D)-ldZ(CZ + D)-i,

dW* = dW(CZ + D)-i

+ P - (W + AZ + J.l)(CZ + D)-lC}dZ(CZ + D)-i.

We denote by nV(Hn x cU,n)l<n,i) the vector space of all holomorphic
v-forms on H n x cU,n) invariant under r(n,j).

Now we let

a = L !jlVdZjlV +L <PkldWkl
jl5,v k,l

be a holomorphic I-form on Hn x cU,n) invariant under r(n,j). We set

if J.l = v;

otherwise.

We set
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Then we have
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a = u(fdZ + cI»dW).

For each -y = (-Y, [('x,J-l), ~J) E r(n,j) with i = (~ ~) Ern, accord

ing to (31), feZ, W) and cI»(Z, W) satisfy the functional equations

(32)

and

cI»(-y. (Z, W» = (CZ + D)cI»(Z, W),

(33) f(-Y. (Z, W» = (CZ + D)f(Z, W)t(CZ + D)

- cI»(-y. (Z, W»At(CZ + D),

where A =,x - (W +,XZ + J-l)(CZ + D)-lC.
Let p be the canonical representation of GL(n, C) on c(n,j) and p

the representation of GL(n, C) on Symm2(cn) defined by

p(A)v = AvtA, A E GL(n, C), v E Symm2(Cn
).

By the relation (32) and the Koecher principle for Jacobi' forms, we
have cI» E Jp,o(rn). IT cI» == 0, then feZ, W) is a Jacobi form of index 0
with respect to the representation p. Therefore we obtain

where 0 denotes the j x j zero matrix.
Let

Wo = dZn /\ dZl2 A ... /\ dZnn /\ dWn /\ ... /\ dWjn

(" ) - - n(n+l)be a holomorphic form on Hn xC 1,n of degree N, where N = 2 +
jn. IT w = cI»(Z, W)wo is a r(n,j)-invariant holomorphic form of degree

iv, by a simple computation, we obtain

(35) cI»(-y. (Z, W» = det(CZ + D)n+i+lcI»(Z, W),

where -y = (-Y, [('x,J-l),~]) E r(n,j) with i = (~ ~) Ern. Let w=
w(Z, w)wf be a r(n,j)-invariant holomorphic tensor on H n x c(j,n)
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of degree kN. Then assording to (35), l;l) E JP~(n+H1),O(rn), where
Pk(n+i+1) = (det )k(n+ j+l).

We write

W1 = dZll /\ .•. /\ dZnn , W2 = dWll /\ ... /\ dWjn.

Now we define

Wah = fah

and

1$k~j,

1<I<n,
(k,i)il(e,d)

The signs fah and fed are determined by the relations fabWah/\dZah = Wo

and fedwed /\ dWed = wo. We let

(3 = L !"."w"." +L <PklWkl

".v k9

be a r(n,j)-invariant holomorphic form on H n x c(j,n) of degree N -l.
We define

If we write

l;l) = (~),
then we obtain

(3/\ (:~) == l;l)wo.

Let 'Y = (-Y, [(A, p), 11:]) E r(n,j) with '"Y = (~ ~) Ern. Since (3 is

invariant under r(n,j), we have

l;l)(-YR. (Z, W))det(CZ + D)-(n+j+1)wo

=(3/\ (t(CZ+D)-1 °) (dZ)(CZ+D)-1
o Ej dW

(0) (dZ) -1+ (3 /\ A (En,O) dW (CZ + D) ,
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where A = ,\ - (W +,\Z + p,)(CZ + D)-IC. Therefore f and 4> satisfy
the following functional equation

(36)
f('}. (Z, W»

=det(CZ + D)n+i+1t(GZ + D)-l feZ, W)(CZ + Drl

and

(37)
4>(,}. (Z, W»

= det(CZ + D)n+i+I(Aj(Z, W) + 4>(Z, W»(CZ + D)-l

for all '} E r(n,j).

Let jJ be the representation of GL(n,C) on Symm2(cn) defined by

and 7r be the representation of GL(n, C) on cU,n) defined by

7r(A)w = (detA)n+j+IwA- I , A E GL(n,C), wE cU,n).

Then by the relation (36) and the Koecher principle for Jacobi forms,
we have f E Jp,o(rn)' In addition, if f == 0, then 4> E J 1r,o(rn).
Therefore we obtain

We let

TJ = L jilil···ipjpdZidl /\ ... /\ dZipjp
i k Sjk

be a holomorphic v-form on Hn x cU,n) invariant under r(n,j), where
feZ) is a holomorphic function on Hn X cU,n) depending only on Z.
Then we can regard TJ as a holomorphic v-form on Hn invariant un
der r n = Sp(n, Z). We denote by QV(Hnln the vector space of all
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holomorphic v-forms on Hn invariant under f n. By the above consid
eration, we have

(38) dime QV(Hn x c(j,n)l(n,j) ;:::: dime QV(Hnln,

o< v < n(n +1) .
- - 2

Let p be the symmetric product of the canonical representation of
GL(n, C) on C n . That is, p(A)v Avt A for A E GL(n, C) and
v E Symm2 (Cn). Then we have

v

(39) QV(Hn{n ~ [rn,p[v]l, p[v] = /\Symm2(Cn
).

For detail, we refer the reader to [W]. It follows from (38) and (39)
that

dime QV(Hn x c(j,n»)r(n,j) ;:::: dimc[fn, plv]l.

Now we know that the study of holomorphic forms on H n x cU,n) is
closely related to that of Jacobi forms and involves the computation
of the dimension of Jp,M(r) for the special p, M and r. But the
computation of the dimension of Jp,M(f) is complicated and so except
for the special case n = j = 1, the formula for dime Jp,M(r) is not
still known.

By the vanishing theorem, we obtain

LEMMA. Let f be a subgroup of f n of finite index and let r z =
r ~ H1n

,j). Then we have

(40)

Proof. According to (32) and Satz 1 in [F], eJ?(Z,O) = 0 for all Z E
Hn . Therefore eJ?(Z, W) vanishes identically on Hn x c(i,n). Hence we
obtain

j(M(Z), (W +.xZ +Jl)(CZ +D)-I) = (CZ +D)j(Z, W)(CZ +D)-I

for all (M, [(.x, Jl), n:]) E fz and M = (~ ~) E f. Again according

to Satz 1 in [F], j(Z,O) = 0 for all Z E Hn . Hence j(Z, W) vanishes
identically on H n X cU,n). Thus we obtain the desired result.
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